TO: SUBSCRIBERS:
   - FAMILY OF SERVICES
   - NOAA WEATHER WIRE SERVICE
   - EMERGENCY MANAGERS WEATHER INFORMATION NETWORK
   OTHER NWS PARTNERS...USERS AND EMPLOYEES

FROM: CYNDIE ABLEMAN
      ACTING CHIEF...AVIATION SERVICES BRANCH

SUBJECT: TRANSITION FROM EXPERIMENTAL TO OPERATIONAL STATUS OF THE ALASKA AVIATION WEATHER UNIT GRAPHICAL CONVECTIVE OUTLOOK PRODUCT: EFFECTIVE APRIL 30 2009

EFFECTIVE THURSDAY APRIL 30 2009...THE ALASKA AVIATION WEATHER UNIT /AAWU/ WILL TRANSITION ITS GRAPHICAL CONVECTIVE OUTLOOK PRODUCT ISSUED FROM EXPERIMENTAL TO OPERATIONAL STATUS.

THIS PRODUCT IS ISSUED SEASONALLY FROM MAY 1 2009 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30 2009 AT 0000 AND 1200 COORDINATED UNIVERSAL TIME /UTC/.

A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE GRAPHICAL CONVECTIVE OUTLOOK PRODUCT CAN BE FOUND IN THE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION DOCUMENT /PDD/ AT /USE LOWERCASE/:

HTTP://PRODUCTS.WEATHER.GOV

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION...PLEASE CONTACT:

TONY HALL
METEOROLOGIST-IN-CHARGE
ALASKA AVIATION WEATHER UNIT
ANCHORAGE ALASKA
TONY.HALL@NOAA.GOV

NATIONAL SERVICE CHANGE NOTICES ARE ONLINE AT /USE LOWERCASE/:

HTTPS://WWW.WEATHER.GOV/NOTIFICATION/ARCHIVE
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